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6

Zellers, R., Holtzman, A., Bisk, Y., Farhadi, A., & Choi, Y. (2019, July). HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really F
inish Your Sentence?. In Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computatio
nal Linguistics (pp. 4791-4800).

Commonsense Inference Task

SWAG를 개선함.

Zellers, R., Bisk, Y., Schwartz, R., & Choi, Y. (2018). SWAG: A Large-Scale Adversarial Dataset for Groun
ded Commonsense Inference. In Proceedings of the 2018 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural 
Language Processing (pp. 93-104).

SWAG: Commonsense natural language inference seemed trivial for humans (88%) and yet challengin
g for then state-of-the-art models (60%), including ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)

→ BERT가 86%를 달성하면서 뉴스 기사가 나버림.. “finally, a machine that can finish your sentence”
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그렇다면 BERT는 제대로 Commonsense NLI를 이해하고 행한 것인가..?

→ No, Instead, they operate more like rapid surface learners for a particular dataset
→ Fine-tuning performance wherein they largely learn to pick up on dataset-specific distributional biases

HallaSWAG: A new benchmark for commonsense NLI. We use Adversarial Filtering (AF), a data collection 
paradigm in which a series of discriminators is used to select a challenging set of generated wrong answers.

→The resulting dataset of 70k problems is easy for humans (95.6% accuracy), yet challenging for machines 
(< 50%)
→ This result holds even when models are given a significant number of training examples, and even when 
the test data comes from the exact same distribution as the training data, 

è 훈련 데이터셋으로 튜닝을 해도 성능이 +-5% 정도 오락가락함

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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HellaSwag는 어떻게 만들었는데?

1) GPT를 Generator로 / BERT를 Discriminator로

2) We expand on the SWAG’s original video-captioning domain by using WikiHow articles, greatly increas
ing the context diversity and generation length

→ Our investigation reveals a Goldilocks zone – roughly three sentences of context, and two generated sen
tences, Discriminator인 BERT가 잘 판별하지 못함.

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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HellaSwag는 왜 만드는데?

1) If our ultimate goal is to provide reliable benchmarks for challenging tasks, such as commonsense NLI, 
these benchmarks cannot be static.

2) Continued evolution in turn requires principled dataset creation algorithms.

3) Whenever a new iteration of a dataset is created, these algorithms must leverage existing modeling adva
ncements to filter out spurious biases. Only once this cycle becomes impossible can we say that the underly
ing task – as opposed an individual dataset – is solved.

→ 벤치마크 셋? 언젠간 퇴화할 것. 그러면 현재 시점의 데이터 생성 알고리즘에 따른 문제가 모델링에 반영되
어 해결할 것.

모델의 개발 → 편향을 반영한 데이터셋/벤치마크 제작 및 데이터 생성 알고리즘 적용 → 거의 해결 → 새로운
데이터 생성 알고리즘 등장 → 해결 → 새로운 데이터 생성 알고리즘 등장 → 해결…

이 주기가 끝나면 그건 완전한 모델의 등장.

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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AF에 대해서

D_train과 D_test에 임의적으로 반영함.

→ This requires a generator of negative candidates using LMs
→ Oversampling and ensemble selection process
→ 반복적으로 실제/생성된 것으로 분류하도록 훈련하고, D_test에서 분류하기 쉬운 것을 AF로 대체하도록 함
→ 해당 반복은 공격의 정확도가 수렴할 때까지 함

큰 특이점은

This difficulty persists even when models are provided significant training data, and even when this data co
mes from the same distribution as the test set.

→이전 연구에서 distribution을 크게 다르게 만드는 것과 대비 됨.

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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이전 SWAG는 왜 BERT에게 정복당했나?

What is learned during finetuning?

1) Context 없는 경우, 86.7 → 74.8% slips only 11.9 points
→ Suggesting a bias exists in the ending themselves, 즉 문맥 없이도 성능이 유지되는 것이 unreasonable한
판단을 할 가능성이 존재하며, human-written and machine-generated endings 사이에는 어떠한 차이가 존재
할 수 있음.

2) Structure → ending 안에서 단어가 randomly permuted, 그러나 성능이 10%미만으로 감소함..

3) Neither
à As neither context nor structure is needed to discriminate between human and machine-written endings i

n most cases, it is likely that systems primarily learn to detect distributional stylistic patterns during f
inetuning.

à Context와 Structure가 모두 이상해도 ELMO 보다 높은 성능인 60%을 기록함.

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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SWAG was constructed via Adversarial Filtering (AF)

→ SWAG도 two-layer LSTM으로 ELMO에 robust한 걸 만들었지만.. BERT에게는….
→ 이번에는 BERT-large로 만듦 with GPT. GPT로 만든 건 기존에 LSTM 만든 것에 비해서 점수를 크게 drop함.
→ Particularly in the two-sentence case, we find ourselves in a Goldilocks zone wherein generations are ch
allenging for deep models, yet as we shall soon see, easy for humans.
è 3개 문장 이내가 제일 효과적. Context가 많아 질수록 모델이 판단하기 쉬워짐.

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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Zero-shot categories for evaluation

→ To evaluate a model’s ability to generalize to new situations, we use category labels from WikiHow and A
ctivityNet to make ‘zero-shot’ evaluation sets. 

[Zero – Few shot 2019]

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?
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[10-shot categories for evaluation 2023]

Overall ActivityNET WikiHow

GPT4 base (10-shot) 95.3 94.8 95.7

1. HellaSwag: Can a Machine Really Finish Your Sentence?



2. Measuring Massive Multitask Language Understanding

15

Hendrycks, D., Burns, C., Basart, S., Zou, A., Mazeika, M., Song, D., & Steinhardt, J. (2020, October). Measuring 
Massive Multitask Language Understanding. In International Conference on Learning Representations.

A new test to measure a text model’s multitask accuracy

The test covers 57 tasks including elementary mathematics, US history, computer science, law, and more

à most recent models have near random-chance accuracy, the very largest GPT-3 model improves over r
andom chance by almost 20 percentage points on average. 

à However, on every one of the 57 tasks, the best models still need substantial improvements before they can 
reach expert-level accuracy.
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기존 벤치 마크의 문제점..?

1) GLUE + SuperGLUE → While these benchmarks evaluate linguistic skills more than language understanding
à Assessing models across a diverse set of subjects that humans learn

2) Commonsense benchmarks → However, these recent benchmarks have similarly seen rapid progress
& By design, these datasets assess abilities that almost every child has.
à we include harder specialized subjects that people must study to learn

3) NLG is notoriously difficult to evaluate and lacks a standard metric (Sai et al., 2020)
à A simple-to-evaluate test for classification accuracy on multiple-choice questions.
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실험 결과?

Few-shot models up to 13 billion parameters (Brown et al., 2020) achieve random chance performance of 
25% accuracy, but the 175 billion parameter GPT-3 model reaches a much higher 43.9% accuracy.

특히, 하나에 대해서는 70% 이상의 성능을 보일 때도 있으나… 다른 것들까지 보면 엉망이 되어 버림…

A MULTITASK TEST

We create a massive multitask test consisting of multiple-choice questions from various branches

The test spans subjects in the humanities, social sciences, hard sciences, and other areas that are important 
for some people to learn

A specific level of difficulty, such as “Elementary,” “High School,” “College,” or “Professional.”
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[A MULTITASK TEST]

We collected 15908 questions in total, split into a few-shot development set, a validation set, and a test set. 

(1) The few-shot development set has 5 questions per subject, 

(2) The validation set may be used for selecting hyperparameters and is made of 1540 questions, and the test 
set has 14079 questions.

(3) Each subject contains 100 test examples at the minimum, which is longer than most exams designed to 
assess people.

(4) Unspecialized humans from Amazon Mechanical Turk obtain 34.5% accuracy on this test.

(5) Expert-level accuracy is approximately 89.8%.

(6) 직관적인 형태를 사용함. 상식이나 언어적 이해를 기반으로 하지 않음.
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[HUMANITIES]

- how to apply rules and standards
- understanding and following rules
- moral scenarios
- a wide range of time periods and geographical locations, including prehistory

[SOCIAL SCIENCE]

- human behavior and society
- economics, sociology, politics, geography, psychology

[SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATHEMATICS (STEM)]

- STEM subjects include physics, computer science, mathematics, and more
- Conceptual physics tests understanding of simple physics principles
- Mathematical problem-solving ability at various levels of difficulty, from the elementary to the college level

[OTHER] - business topics like finance, accounting, and marketing, as well as knowledge of global facts…
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EXPERIMENTS

To measure performance on our multitask test, we compute the classification accuracy

(1) GPT-3 “Ada,” “Babbage,” “Curie,” and “Davinci,”
(2) UnifiedQA (T5)
(3) Fine-tune RoBERTa-base, ALBERT-xxlarge, and GPT-2 on UnifiedQA training data and our dev+val set.
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EXPERIMENTS

We begin each prompt with

“The following are multiple choice questions (with answers) about [subject].”

For zero-shot evaluation, we append the question to the prompt

For few-shot evaluation, we add up to 5 demonstration examples with answers to the prompt 
before appending the question
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RESULTS

(1) We find that the three smaller GPT-3 models have near random accuracy (around 25%)

(2) Few-shot: We find that the X-Large 175 billion parameters GPT-3 model performs substantially better 
than random, with an accuracy of 43.9%

(3) Zero-shot: We also find qualitatively similar results in the zero-shot setting / the largest GPT-3 model ha
s a much higher zero-shot accuracy of about 37.7% (나머지는 25%)

(4) To test the usefulness of fine-tuning instead of few-shot learning, we also evaluate UnifiedQA
models.

UnifiedQA has the advantage of being fine-tuned on other question answering datasets. The largest 
UnifiedQA model we test has 11 billion parameters
→ Nevertheless, we show in Table 1 that it attains 48.9% accuracy.
→ We also find that even the smallest UnifiedQA variant, with just 60 million parameters, has approximately 
29.3% accuracy.
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RESULTS

1) Using our test, we discover that GPT-3 and UnifiedQA have lopsided performance and several substantial 
knowledge gaps

→ It shows the both models are below expert-level performance for all tasks, with GPT-3’s accuracy ranging 
from 69% for US Foreign Policy to 26% for College Chemistry. UnifiedQA does best on marketing, with 
an accuracy of 82.5%.

2) Our test also shows that GPT-3 acquires knowledge quite unlike humans. For example, GPT-3 learns abou
t topics in a pedagogically unusual order. GPT-3 does better on College Medicine (47.4%) and College Mathe
matics (35.0%) than calculation-heavy Elementary Mathematics (29.9%)

à 막상 초등학교 문제를 못푼다..?
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[5-shot categories for evaluation 2023]



3. Think you have Solved Question Answering? Try ARC, the AI2 Reasoning Challenge
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Clark, P., Cowhey, I., Etzioni, O., Khot, T., Sabharwal, A., Schoenick, C., & Tafjord, O. Think you have Solved Que
stion Answering? Try ARC, the AI2 Reasoning Challenge. 2018

Question Answering

AI2 Reasoning Challenge (ARC) requires far more powerful knowledge and reasoning than previous challen
ges such as SQuAD or SNLI

The ARC question set is partitioned into a Challenge Set and an Easy Set

Challenge Set: It contains only questions answered incorrectly by both a retrieval-based algorithm and a w
ord co-occurrence algorithm.

→ none are able to significantly outperform a random baseline, reflecting the difficult nature of this task.
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QA 성능 우수해진 것은 맞아.. 근데 Retrieval을 결국 기반으로 한다. 

1) surface-level cues alone were usually sufficient to identify an answer.

→ This has not encouraged progress on questions requiring reasoning, use of commonsense knowledge, or 
other advanced methods for deeper text comprehension

그래서..?

We have partitioned ARC into a Challenge Set (2590 questions), containing questions answered incorrectly 
by both a retrieval-based algorithm and a word co-occurrence algorithm, and an Easy Set (5197 questions), 
natural science questions.

*ex) Which mineral property can be determined just by looking at it?
(A) luster [correct] (B) mass (C) weight (D) hardness

For example, there are no Web sentences of the form “luster can be determined by looking at something”; 
similarly, “mineral” is strongly correlated with “hardness”
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코퍼스 줄테니까 마음껏 써봐라

We provide a science corpus along with the questions to help get started (use of the corpus is optional, 
and systems are not restricted to this corpus)

The ARC dataset consists of 7787 science questions, all non-diagram, multiple choice 
(typically 4-way multiple choice).
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Identifying Challenge Questions

Operationally, we define a Challenge question as one that is answered incorrectly by both of two baseline 
solvers
→ 여기서도 Baseline이 잘못 푸는 것을 사용함.

Although this only approximates the informal goal of it being a “hard” question, this definition 
nevertheless serves as a practical and useful filter, as reflected by the low scores of various baselines on 
the Challenge Set.
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Filtering

Baseline 1: Information Retrieval (IR) Solver

Elastic Search를 사용해서, IR solver
The search engine’s score for the top retrieved sentence where also has at least one non-stopword
overlap, and at least one; this ensures sentence has some relevance to both question and answer candidate.
This is repeated for all options answer candidate to score them all, and the option with the highest score 
selected.

Baseline 2: The Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) Solver
The ratio of the observed co-occurrence to the expected co-occurrence
x와 y가 관련성이 높으면 높은 값이 나오도록. 
질의에 대한 모든 n-grams와 answer option의 n-grams의 페어 간의 association을 계산
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The Challenge Set

IR and PMI algorithms (note that it would have been excluded even if it was answered correctly by just one 
of the solvers → 두 베이스라인 즉 필터에 의해 답변 가능하면 제거
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[The Challenge Set & Question Types]
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[The Challenge Set & Reasoning Types]
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ARC Corpus

(단, Open-LLM 평가에서는 사용하지 않음.)

Note that use of the corpus is optional, and also that systems are not restricted to this corpus
This corpus was then augmented with the AristoMini corpus, an earlier corpus containing dictionary 
definitions from Wiktionary, articles from Simple Wikipedia tagged as science, and additional science 
sentences collected from the Web. 

From a vocabulary analysis, 99.8% of the ARC question vocabulary is mentioned in the ARC Corpus.

The ARC Corpus, in fact, appears to mention knowledge relevant to approximately 95% of the ARC Challen
ge questions
→ However, from an informal, sampled analysis, we find that this is more a limitation of the IR methodology 
than of the coverage of the ARC Corpus
→ Particular scenario is of course not mentioned explicitly in the ARC Corpus

사실상 써도 소용이 없을 것이라 주장.
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ARC Corpus

Of course, this does not address the challenge of correctly identifying and reasoning with this knowledge, n
or the challenge of injecting unstated commonsense knowledge that may also be required
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[현재는?]
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[25-shot categories for evaluation 2023]
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Lin, S., Hilton, J., & Evans, O. (2022, May). TruthfulQA: Measuring How Models Mimic Human Falsehoods. In Proce
edings of the 60th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (Volume 1: Long Papers) (pp. 
3214-3252).

Truthful in generating answers to questions

The benchmark comprises 817 questions that span 38 categories, including health, law, finance, and politics.

QA에서 집중한 부분: Some humans would answer falsely due to a false belief or misconception

GPT-3를 포함한 → The best model was truthful on 58% of questions, while human performance was 94%.

We suggest that scaling up models alone is less promising for improving truthfulness than fine-tuning
using training objectives other than imitation of text from the web 

à 단순히 Scaling Up은 튜닝보다 별로일지도..?
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우려하는 3가지 이유

1) Accidental misuse. Due to lack of rigorous testing, deployed models make false statements to users. This co
uld lead to deception and distrust (Tamkin et al., 2021).

2) Blocking positive applications. In applications like medical or legal advice, there are high standards for factu
al accuracy. Even if models have relevant knowledge, people may avoid deploying them without clear evidence t
hey are reliably truthful.

3) Malicious misuse. If models can generate plausible false statements in ways that are not easily identifiable, t
hey could be used to deceive humans via disinformation or fraud (Zellers et al., 2019; Schuster et al., 2019). By c
ontrast, models that are reliably truthful would be harder to deploy for deceptive uses.

à Why do language models generate false statements? 

Answer: Imitative falsehoods
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Imitative falsehoods

(1) We focus on imitative falsehoods is that they are less likely to be covered by existing question-answering 
Benchmarks

(2) Another reason is that scaling laws suggest that scaling up models will reduce perplexity on the training dis
tribution

→ This will decrease the rate of falsehoods that arise from not learning the distribution well enough
= 거짓 자체는 줄어들 수 있음.

Yet, this should increase the rate of imitative falsehoods, a phenomenon we call “inverse scaling”. 
Imitative falsehoods pose a problem for language models that is not solved merely by scaling up
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Baselines have low truthfulness
GPT-3도 58% / 사람은 94%

Larger models are less truthful
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Defining the truthfulness objective

TruthfulQA mostly concerns factual claims, and true factual claims are usually supported by reliable, publicly 
available evidence.

Constructing TruthfulQA

817 Questions + intended only for the zero-shot setting.
All questions were written by the authors and were designed to elicit imitative falsehoods.
The questions are diverse in style and cover 38 categories.

(1) Each question has sets of true and false reference answers and a source that supports the answers
The reference answers are used for human evaluation, automated evaluation, and multiple-choice task

The questions in TruthfulQA were designed to be “adversarial” in the sense of testing for a weakness in the 
truthfulness of language models

The questions test a weakness to imitative falsehoods: false statements with high likelihood on the training 
distribution.
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Filtering 방식

(1) We wrote questions that some humans would answer falsely. We tested them on the target model and 
filtered out questions that the model consistently answered correctly when multiple random samples were 
generated at nonzero temperatures. We produced 437 questions this way, which we call the “filtered” questions.

(2) Using this experience of testing on the target model, we wrote 380 additional questions that we expected 
some humans and models to answer falsely. Since we did not test on the target model, these are “unfiltered” 
questions.

Validating TruthfulQA

The questions and reference answers in TruthfulQA were written by the authors. To estimate the percentage 
of questions on which an independent user might disagree with our evaluations, we recruited two external 
researchers to perform
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Experiments

GPT-3 / GPT-Neo & J / GPT-2 / UnifiedQA / T5
Prompt 설정은?

Intended as a zero-shot benchmark.
à Zero-shot means that (i) no gradient updates are performed and (ii) no examples from TruthfulQA
appear in prompts (but prompts may contain natural language instructions)

For our baselines, we also require that prompts and hyperparameters are not tuned on examples from 
TruthfulQA in any way. This is the true zero-shot setting, following the definition of “true few-shot learning” 

The default prompt for our experiments is an existing question-answering prompt taken from the OpenAI API 
(“QA prompt”) with minor formatting changes.

→ GPT-3에 대해서는 prompt로 추가 실험을 진행함. We focus on the ‘helpful’ and ‘harmful’ prompt, which enco
urage models to be more or less truthful, respectively
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TASK

1. Main task: generation.
→ A model generates a full-sentence answer given a prompt and question. Answers are generated using greedy 
decoding (i.e. temperature set to zero)
→ 높은 temperature에 대한 실험도 존재

2. Additional task: multiple-choice.

Evaluation

we use human evaluation to score models on truthfulness and informativeness where a model’s score is the 
percentage of its responses that a human judges to be true or informative
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Results

1) Truthfulness of models vs humans
→ The human participant produced 94% true answers, 87% of their answers were both true and informative.
→ Across all model sizes and prompts, the best model (GPT-3-175B with helpful prompt) produced 58% 
true answers and 21% true and informative answers

+) 다른 하나만 높은 거도 있지만, 나머지가 망가져버림

2) Larger Models are less Truthful?

For example, the largest GPT-Neo/J is 17% less truthful than a model 60x smaller

UnifiedQA models generally do better on truthfulness than the three GPT families, 
but these models are also the least informative

Larger models were less truthful, they were more informative. 
è Model size makes models more capable (in principle) of being both truthful and informative.
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[Zero-shot categories for evaluation 2023]
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1. 알렌 연구소의 주도로 만들어진 Benchmark에서 Commonsense Reasoning에 대한 고려가 상당히 높음.
à 비교적 거리가 있는 MMNLU의 경우에도 언급을 할 정도…

2. Tuning 여부에 따른 구분이 생겨나기 시작함. Zero-shot / Few-shot setting이 기본 세팅임.
à 그러다 보니 Commonsense Knowledge에 대한 평가가 중심이 되어가는 듯.

3. 현재 OpenLLMs의 내용 대부분 GPT-4에 의해서 Upperbound를 달성했다는 것에 주목

4. Adversarial or Discriminator or Hallucination or Co-occurrence 에 대한 세팅이 모두 존재함
à Explicit하게는 풀 수 없도록 함

5. 모델이 못하는 것을 반영해서 제작 à 모순이 존재할 수 있으나 타당성이 존재함.
(HellaSWAG: 벤치마크 셋? 언젠간 퇴화할 것. 그러면 현재 시점의 데이터 생성 알고리즘에 따른 문제가 모델링에
반영되어 해결할 것.)

6. Multiple Choice 중심

7. 평가 점수 또는 측면 간이 모순이 발생할 수 있는 것이 반영될 수 있음. (truthful vs Informative)

8. Retrieval을 통한 개선을 LLM 평가에 어떻게 받아들일 것인지에 대한 견해차이가 있을 수 있음.
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